
Spa Menu
Anti-Stress Swedish Massage 

Long, gliding strokes, rubbing, and kneading techniques designed to improve circulation, 
soothe your muscle, and relax your body.

60 Minutes: $110 USD
90 Minutes: $150 USD

Focus Deep Tissue Massage 
Focuses on relieving tension and knots using forceful deep strokes, working deeper muscle 

and connective tissue to improve muscle position and release built up toxins. Savor the 
feeling of every muscle in your body being stretched and smoothed. 

60 Minutes: $125 USD
90 Minutes: $170 USD

Hot Stone Massage 
This session promotes deeper muscle relaxation through the placement of water 

heated stones. Stones will be incorporated into your choice of a customized 
Swedish or Deep Tissue Massage.

60 Minutes: $135 USD
90 Minutes: $190 USD

Body Scrub 
Exfoliate your entire body and feel brand new with our own naturally-grown coconut 
husk. Relax while it re-hydrates and polishes your body as the therapist massages 
you with warm honey coco butter. Polish will be removed with warm towels and 

a full body massage will follow. 
75 Minutes: $150 USD

Seaweed Body Wrap*
Experience ultimate rejuvenation with our signature treatment. Enjoy an exfoliating sugar 

scrub, followed by a nourishing seaweed mask wrapped in warmth. Relax with a head and 
foot massage, then revel in refreshed, soft skin as we gently remove the mask. Finish with 

a full-body massage for total renewal.
90 Minutes: $160 USD

Cocoa Honey Body Wrap*
Begin with an exfoliation using Belizean cocoa sugar scrub followed with our delicious 
mixture of organic cocoa and honey applied over your entire body. Blissfully enjoy the 
aroma of the wrap while getting a head and feet massage. Wet towels will be use to 

remove the product, leaving you a soft & glowing skin. Treatment ends with a relaxing full 
body massage.

90 Minutes: $175 USD

*Schedule ahead of time




